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Joyful News - June 20, 2018
New Money System
I received this message from God the other day and I want to share it and elaborate on some
points. First the message:
"The time of great change is upon you. This is not the distant future but now.
The money system will change and in a good way. Not what you were perceiving but
something very different. It will be useful to know, however, that the concept by which you
enjoy it will be the same, however. It will value those of pure heart more than those who are
aligned in darkness. Those systems are falling away and those who are honoring the dark
path will continue to unravel their ways to the light.
Those aligned in darkness will not see the same benefit as they did before. They could not
manipulate as they once would so their tactics will fall away until they can discover another
means. Unfortunately for them, the only means that works is with me so they are going to
have to submit to me or lose all around. They will be quite disappointed when their tactics
back fire." ~ God
I saw that we would be getting a new money system maybe 20 years ago based on purity of
heart. I think it was 2010 that I was told it would take about another 10 years to come to
fruition.
God is the Source of all, including money. However, this free-will planet chose to empower
those who were operating in the dark often mislead by the dark leadership.
Rather than analyze how this is going to occur, I wanted to drive home the importance of
having a pure heart. It is a pure heart that helps you ascend to Heaven on Earth as well. So,
that should be the importance always. Focus on that and all else will come naturally.
It can be a little complicated when considering some financial karma was created in past lives
and through ancestors, which could also be from past lives. These are some of the
discoveries we make in my spiritual healing sessions to clear for clients. However, on a daily
basis, you can make sure you are operating in integrity in the present moment and with a
pure heart. Are you making decisions that benefit the all rather than just the self?
You most certainly want to repent having stolen money or not kept your promises of
delivering goods and services as agreed as that can create financial karma. All times you
have chosen money over God has created karma. Remember God is within all but it is the
value you place upon money over the Source of all that ultimately matters.
Align yourself in the highest light, thought, integrity and action possible. Repent for your errors
in thinking and action as we've all made them, and set yourself right now to make a bigger
difference in your outcome sooner than later.
Keep in mind, that many people who are rich now, got it from aligning with the dark.
Fortunately, I can clear those contracts for them if they desire. Please don't assume everyone
that is currently rich was aligned with the dark. But, many have succumbed believing money
was the answer in life and unfortunately their methods may prove to be their undoing in the
future.
There have been many influences regarding money over the years. The Illuminati, for
example, had a film over money so the codes of money couldn't be accessed from anyone
other than the Illuminati. We cleared it but that doesn't mean the effects aren't still wreaking
havoc on humanity and, of course, it will affect the karma of the Illuminati going forward.

And, if you already have a pure heart, keep your current thoughts in check. Everyone's
thoughts and emotions of lack, limitation and scarcity get embedded on the Wheel of
Commerce within the self and their locations [city, county, state, province and country] which
slows down the economy.
Many lightworkers have contracts taken out on them by darkness to prevent them from
succeeding so they would focus more on financial struggle than serving God.
So, there is much more that goes on behind the scenes influencing money. But, as said
above, you can choose in the moment how you are going to be with money going forward. All
thoughts are demonstrated in the physical faster in 5D than they were in 3D. So you want to
make sure your thoughts are what you want created or your less than desirable ones will be
what you experience going forward.
And, of course, you want to do the right thing by self and others understanding that God is
within you and all and knows exactly what you do and why. Darkness has been running this
world but enough people chose the light instead empowering God, so your money will come
from him. Now that he is charge, all need play by his rules and not the rules man has put in
place to serve the few.
God wants everyone to prosper. So getting right with God, and aligning with him, solves the
most problems as well as provides the abundance you desire sooner than later.
Much love,

PS: We clear some of the above in our next group clearing call Saturday, July 7, at 11:11AM
EST: Register here.
Complimentary Q&A Call Sunday, June 24, at 11:11AM EST for all participants of group
healing calls so far. You would have received that email yesterday.
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